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A smart guide to the forces that shape the future
TRUSTED

SMART

BOLD

The Economist is
relied upon as a ﬁlter of
world affairs

Our readers turn to
The Economist to make
sense of the forces that
shape our future

Founded to defend free
trade, The Economist is
not afraid to advocate for
positive change

GLOBAL

WELL-WRITTEN

The only publication with
a dedicated section
covering every region of
the world, every week

Readers value
The Economist’s distinct
style of intelligence
and wit

A growing, global audience
Having published weekly since 1843, The Economist has a well-established reputation for insightful analysis and perspective
on every aspect of world events, and is one of the most widely recognised and well-read current affairs publications in the
world. Our subscriptions and audiences continue to grow globally

●

The Economist digital and print is distributed in 193
countries

●

Worldwide circulation is 1.6 million

●

45% of circulation is digital, 55% is print (worldwide)

●

North American circulation accounts for 56% of
global circulation

●

Social media following across our platforms is 56
million

The four pillars of retention
How do you begin to think about the retention challenge?
1. Understand the customers segmentation and modelling

2. Identify engagement levers - product &
CRM

3. Apply to life cycle - early life to mature

4. Optimise LTV - good retention starts
with acquisition
Underpinned by constant analysis, interactive reporting dashboards and solid tech infrastructure

Where do we start?
With limited resources, where do you choose to focus for immediate improvement?

Focus 2 - the in-life
experience

Focus 1 - the initial
experience

Cross-functional working
Retention is not a ‘marketing problem’ and there is no one answer

Uniﬁed focus
Cross-functional team created across product, marketing, strategy,
editorial, data & research

Overall digital experience and engagement
In-life experience
Initial
experience

In-life
engagement

Customer
Service

Data
Propensity to churn model, engagement KPIs and research

Quick
wins

Phase 1: Sorting the basics - changing the way we acquire
Removing long-standing 12 for 12 intro offer and including digital in every subscription

●

No more print-only…

●

Removing 12 for £12 has
driven up the retention rate,
whilst thankfully not
impacting acquisition.

●

Cancel/save is particularly
effective for trialists as the
step up price can often be
the problem.

●

Lots more testing to be
done!

Phase 1: Sorting the basics - payment retries
Tested increasing payment retries to improve failed accidental churn

Rescue Rate

Data Quality
Issues

Graph only includes ‘complete’ weeks following retry and 6 week bounce series.

Data from QlikSense, “Payment Decline Analysis” & “Payment Retries Performance Tracker” app. Data is for quarterly AR only.

●

2x payment retries introduced,
recovering an additional 7-8%

●

However, this did not impact
the overall recovery rate.

●

Retry process does deliver a
smoother experience for the
customer and requires no
customer action.

●

No impact on time to save or
revenue.

Phase 1: Sorting the basics - preventing cancellation
Improve Cancel-Save rate and increase live conversations
Cancel-Save rate and save volume, by week

●

A range of
initiatives across
customer service
and in MMA were
deployed to catch
the ﬁrst of the Covid
cohort.

●

Retraining agents
and changing
incentives have
been especially
important.

Phase 1: Sorting the basics - preventing cancellation
Improve Cancel-Save rate and increase live conversations
Proportion of cancellation contacts split by channel, by week

Impact from covid on
call centres led to
signiﬁcant increase in
cancellation via email

●

The second part of
this has been
reducing the
amount of non-live
cancellation
requests.

●

Interestingly, live
chat has a higher
save rate now than
calls.

First changes to
help pages aimed
at reducing emails

New live chat
functionality
live

Phase 2: Driving long term improvement: increasing engagement
Understanding the engagement we have and what we need

●

Increased in-life
communication, as well as
better onboarding comms
has been having an impact
for a year.

●

Covid had the biggest
impact on engagement of
subscribers as well as
increase visitor numbers

●

Encouragingly, seeing this
climb again after a summer
dip.

Phase 2: Driving engagement: engaging the covid cohort
Broadening what we offer to make the subscription more valuable

●

Six events so far, at least four more to come in 2020

●

Subscriber-only newsletter, Cover Story

Thank you - any questions?
Claire Overstall; SVP, Head of Customer
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